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We consider a nonlinear equation F(=, *, u)=0, where F is a differentiable map-
ping from R_R_X to Y and X, Y are Banach spaces. When = varies from a fixed
===0 , bifurcation occurs to the solution curve (*(s), u(s)). We study the degenerate
solutions of the equation, and we obtain several bifurcation theorems on the
degenerate solutions, which can be applied in many nonlinear problems to obtain
precise global bifurcation diagrams.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Bifurcation phenomena occur frequently in solving nonlinear equations.
Here we consider an equation
F(=, *, u)=0, (1.1)
where F: R_R_X  Y is a nonlinear differentiable map and X, Y are
Banach spaces.
First we consider the problem for a fixed ===0 . Let (*0 , u0) be a solution
of F(=0 , } , } )=0. If Fu(=0 , *0 , u0) is a linear homeomorphism (so (=0 , *0 , u0)
is a nondegenerate solution), then by the implicit function theorem, for *
close to *0 , F(=0 , } , } )=0 has a unique solution (*, u(*)), and u(*) is
continuously differentiable with respect to *. Thus *0 is a bifurcation point
only if Fu(=0 , *0 , u0) is singular. If (=0 , *0 , u0) is a solution of F=0 with
N(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)){<, then we call (=0 , *0 , u0) a degenerate solution. (From
now on, we denote R_R_X by M, and whenever there is no confusion,
we will use Fu , etc., instead of Fu(=0 , *0 , u0), etc.) Very commonly and also
generically, at a degenerate solution (=0 , *0 , u0), 0 is a simple eigenvalue of Fu ,
that is,
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(F1 ) dim N ( Fu ( =0 , *0 , u0 ) ) = codim R ( Fu ( =0 , *0 , u0 ) ) = 1, and
N(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0))=span[w0],
where N(Fu) and R(Fu) are the null space and the range of linear operator Fu .
In [CR2], Crandall and Rabinowitz proved
Theorem 1.1 [CR2, Theorem 3.2]. Let F: M  Y be continuously
differentiable. At (=0 , *0 , u0) # M, F(=0 , *0 , u0)=0, F satisfies (F1) and
(F2) F*(=0 , *0 , u0)  R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)).
Then for fixed ===0 , the solutions of (1.1) near (*0 , u0) form a C1 curve
(*(s), u(s)), *(0)=*0 , u(0)=u0 , *$(0)=0 and u$(0)=w0 . Moreover, if F is
k-times continuously differentiable, so are *(s), u(s).
If *"(0){0, then the solutions near (=0 , *0 , u0) form a curve with a turn-
ing point. Depending on the sign of *"(0), F(=0 , } , } )=0 has zero or two
solutions on the left or right hand side of *0 . For this reason, sometimes
we also call (*0 , u0) a turning point on the solution curve for fixed =0 .
Another situation is when F(=0 , *, 0)#0 for all * # R, a bifurcation from
the trivial solution u=0 occurs if Fu(=0 , *0 , 0) is not invertible. In [CR1],
Crandall and Rabinowitz proved:
Theorem 1.2 [CR1, Theorem 1.7]. Let F: M  Y be continuously
differentiable. Suppose that F(=0 , *, u0)=0 for * # R, the partial derivative
F*u exists and is continuous. At (=0 , *0 , u0) # M, F satisfies (F1) and
(F3) F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]  R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)).
Then for fixed ===0 , the solutions of (1.1) near (*0 , u0) consists precisely of
the curves u=u0 and (*(s), u(s)), s # I=(&$, $), where (*(s), u(s)) are C1
functions such that *(0)=*0 , u(0)=u0 , u$(0)=w0 .
There is a degenerate solution (=0 , *0 , u0) of F in each of these two
results. This paper is mainly concerned with the persistence and the bifur-
cation of degenerate solutions when = varies near =0 . Such problems arise
naturally when we have a two-parameter equation F(=, *, u)=0, and such
information is important in determining the global bifurcation diagram of
(1.1). We summarize our results here: (The precise statements are given in
Section 2.)
(1) Let (=0 , *0 , u0) be the degenerate solution in Theorem 1.1. If it
also satisfies
(F4) Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]  R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)),
then (1.1) has a unique degenerate solution (=, *(=), u(=)) near (=0 , *0 , u0)
for = near =0 ;
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(2) Let (=0 , *0 , u0) be the degenerate solution in Theorem 1.1. If it
also satisfies
(F4$) Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0] # R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)),
and (2.5), then the degenerate solutions near (=0 , *0 , u0) form a curve
(=(s), *(s), u(s)) for s # (&$, $) with =$(0)=*$(0)=0;
(3) Let (=0 , *0 , u0) be the degenerate solution in Theorem 1.2. If it
also satisfies
(F5) F=(=0 , *0 , u0)  R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)),
then the degenerate solutions near (=0 , *0 , u0) form a curve (=(s), *(s), u(s))
for s # (&$, $) with =$(0)=0.
The tools to prove the results above are the implicit function theorem
and Theorem 1.1. Our results can be applied to a wide class of nonlinear
equations, and our main motivation of these abstract results comes from
the study of nonlinear eigenvalue problems like
2u+*f (u)=0 in 0, u=0 on 0. (1.2)
The solution set of (1.2) is often a union of curves on (*, u) space. While
many tools are available for proving the existence of one or multiple solu-
tions for various nonlinearities f and certain parameters *, there are very
few examples that the solution set can be precisely determined. When the
domain 0 in (1.2) is the unit ball in Rn, all positive solutions are radially
symmetric and can be globally parameterized by &u& . So it is possible to
determine the precise global bifurcation diagram. In [OS1, OS2], Ouyang
and the author use a unified approach to show that the exact global bifur-
cation diagrams can be obtained for a very wide class of nonlinearities f.
(See also many references in [OS2] for extensive works on this direction.)
The nonlinearity f in [OS1, OS2] satisfies ( f (u)u)$ change sign at most
once in (0, ), and the corresponding solution curve is connected with at
most one turning point. This phenomena was observed earlier by P. L.
Lions [L], and he conjectured that the solution curve of (1.2) in (*, u)
space resembles the graph of *=uf (u). This conjecture is not true if the
domain 0 is too complicated or there exist solutions with higher (2)
Morse index. But it is also verified to be true for all results in [OS2]. In
this paper, we use the abstract bifurcation results above combining the
techniques in [OS2] to show that for some examples of f for which
( f (u)u)$ changes sign twice, the solution curve has exactly two turning
points, and it is exactly S-shaped or reversed S-shaped. The basic idea here
is to add a parameter = in the nonlinearity f, perturb the solution curve
obtained in [OS2] when f is perturbed, and track the persistence and the
bifurcation of turning points.
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The abstract results can be applied in two different situations. First we
can study perturbation problem. For example, if we know the precise
global bifurcation diagram for (1.2) when ===0 , then a question is whether
the same diagram will persist near ===0 , or some parts will persist while
a local bifurcation occurs in other parts. We find the results (1) and (3)
above are very efficient when applied to such occasions. Another situation
is the homotopy problem. If the bifurcation for certain nonlinearity f1 is
difficult, but the bifurcation for another one f2 is easier, then it is possible
to find a one parameter family of nonlinear function =  f (=, } ) such that
f (0, u)= f1(u) and f (1, u)= f2(u), and we can study the persistence or
variation of bifurcation diagrams when the parameter = goes from 0 to 1.
The result (2) can serve in such an approach. However, this seems to be
more difficult since the estimates involved are one level more complicated
than the ones in perturbation problems. In Section 6, we use the results (1),
(2) and (3) to classify the global bifurcation diagrams of one-sign solutions
of (1.2) for f (=, u)=(u+=)3&b(u+=)2+c(u+=) with b, c>0, 3c>4b2,
0=(&1, 1) for all = # R and *>0. In particular, an evolution of monotone
curve to curve with two turning points is shown. (See Fig. 6.)
Our work is partially motivated by an earlier work of Dancer [Da] and
recent works of Du and Lou [DL1, DL2] on the S-shaped solution curves.
In fact, The result (1) (see Theorem 2.1 in Section 2) was implicitly
included in Theorem 2 and Remark after it in [Da]. A related discussion
can be found in the appendix of [DL1]. S-shaped solution curve for
perturbed Gelfand equation 2u+* exp[u(1+=u)]=0, in 0 and u=0 on
0 and its variants have been the subject of many previous studies, for
example, [BIS, Da, Du, DL2, HM, KL, W, WL]. An ultimate goal of this
study is to completely classify the bifurcation diagrams for perturbed
Gelfand equation and any =>0 and at least 0 being a ball. An evolution
from a monotone curve to S-shaped curve is expected when = decreases
from 14 to 0. (See Fig. 7.) Though this is still not achieved in this paper,
but the problem has been reduced to prove certain integral is always negative.
(See Subsection 6.5 for a more detailed discussion of this equation.)
Our results also relate to the infinite dimensional singularity theory. (See
the survey by Church and Timourian [CT].) From that view, a degenerate
solution is a singularity of the map F(=, *, u), the degenerate solution in (1)
is called a fold, and the one in (2) is called cusp. The singularity in (3)
somehow differs from the ones in [CT]. A systematic study of bifurcation
theory can also be found in Chow and Hale [CH].
We organize our paper in the following way: in Section 2, we give the
precise statements of our main abstract theorems, and the proof of the
results on degenerate solutions are given in Section 3. In Section 4, some
computations of turning direction of the curve of degenerate solutions are
given, and the results on solution curves of (1.1) are proved. In Section 5,
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we apply the abstract results to semilinear elliptic problems, and in Section 6,
several examples of both local and global bifurcation are presented. In the
paper, we use & }&X (or & }& when no confusion) as the norm of Banach
space X, ( } , } ) X (or ( } , } ) when no confusion) as the duality pair of a
Banach space X and its dual space X* or the inner-product in a Hilbert
space X for whichever is appropriate in the context. We will use & }&2 and
& }& to denote the norm of L2(0) and L(0) respectively. For a nonlinear
operator F, we use either Fu as the partial derivative of F with respect to
argument u. For a linear operator L, we use N(L) as the null space of L
and R(L) as the range of L.
2. STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS
To study the turning points, we consider a system of equations
{F(=, *, u)=0,Fu(=, *, u)[w]=0. (2.1)
However, the solution of (2.1) is not deterministic since w can be sub-
stituted by kw, k{0, and the equation is still satisfied. A natural restriction
on w is assuming &w&=1. However, to seek the solution w on the unit
sphere of a Banach space, the geometry of Banach space has to play a role
here, which we try to avoid. In fact, the unit ball in a Banach space is a
differentiable (Banach) manifold only if X is uniformly convex. So instead
we restrict w belonging to a hyperplane of codimension one.
Our setting of the problem is as follows: let (=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) be a solution
of (2.1) which satisfies (F1), where (=0 , *0 , u0) # M, and w0 # X1 #[x # X :
&x&=1]. By the HahnBanach Theorem (see Lemma 7.1), there exists a
closed subspace X3 of X with codimension 1 such that X=L(w0)X3 ,
where L(w0)=span[w0], and d(w0 , X3)=inf [&w&x& : x # X3]>0. Let
X2=w0+X3=[w0+x : x # X3]. Then X2 is a closed hyperplane of X with
codimension 1. Since X3 is a closed subspace of X, then X3 is also a Banach
space in the subspace topology. Hence we can regard M1=M_X2 as a
Banach space with product topology. Moreover, the tangent space of M1
is homeomorphic to M_X3 .
We shall look for the solution of (2.1) in M1 . Define
H(=, *, u, w)=\ F(=, *, u)Fu(=, *, u)[w]+ , (2.2)
where (=, *, u, w) # M1 . First we study the situation in Theorem 1.1. The
turning point persists under perturbation if (F4) is satisfied.
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Theorem 2.1. Let F be twice continuously differentiable. For T0=
(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) # M1 , H(T0)=(0, 0), and T0 satisfies (F1), (F2), and (F4).
Then there exists $>0 such that all the solutions of H(=, *, u, w)=(0, 0)
near T0 are in a form
[T= (=, *(=), u(=), w(=)) : = # (=0&$, =0+$)], (2.3)
where u(=0)=u0 , w(=0)=w0 and *(=0)=*0 . And,
*$(=0)=&*0
(l, F=(=0 , *0 , u0))
(l, F*(=0 , *0 , u0))
, (2.4)
where l # Y* satisfying N(l )=R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)). Moreover, if F # Ck, so are
u(=), *(=), and w(=).
When (F4) fails, a bifurcation of turning points occurs at T0 .
Theorem 2.2. Let F be twice continuously differentiable. For T0=
(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) # M1 , H(T0)=(0, 0), and T0 satisfies (F1), (F2), (F4$), and
H=(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0)  R(H (*, u, w)(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0)). (2.5)
Then there exists $>0 such that all the solutions of H(=, *, u, w)=(0, 0)
near T0 are in a form
[Ts=(=(s), *(s), u(s), w(s)) : s # (&$, $)], (2.6)
where u(s)=u0+sw0+z1(s), w(s)=w0+s%+z2(s), *(s)=*0+z3(s) and
=(s)==0+{(s), % # X3 is the unique solution of
Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[%]=0, (2.7)
and zi (0)=z$i (0)=0 for i=1, 2, 3, {(0)={$(0)=0.
Using these two theorems and a result by Dancer [Da, Theorem 2], we
are able to obtain the precise structure of solution set of (1.1) near a
degenerate solution as in Theorem 2.1 (a fold) or in Theorem 2.2 (a cusp).
Theorem 2.3. (1) Assume the conditions in Theorem 2.1 are satisfied,
and [T=] is defined as in Theorem 2.1. Then there exists \1>0 such that for
= # (=0&\1 , =0+\1), all the solutions of (1.1) near T0 are on a curve 7=
(* (t), u (t)), where t # (&’, ’) for ’=’(=)>0, * (0)=*(=), u (0)=u(=),
* $(0)=0 and * "(0){0. (See Fig. 1.)
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FIG. 1. Persistence of degenerate solution at a fold.
(2) Assume the conditions in Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, and [Ts] is
defined as in Theorem 2.2. In addition we assume that F # C3(M) and
(F6) Fuuu ( =0 , *0 , u0 ) [ w0 , w0 , w0 ] + 3Fuu ( =0 , *0 , u0 ) [ %, w0 ]
 R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)).
Then ="(0){0, *"(0){0, and there exists \1>0 such that for = #
(=0&\1 , =0+\1), all the solutions of (1.1) near T0 are on a curve 7=
(* (t), u (t)), where t # I=(&’, ’) for ’=’(=). If ="(0)>0, (l, F*) >0 and
(l, Fuuu[w0 , w0 , w0]+3Fuu[%, w0])<0, then
(A) for = # (=0&\1 , =0), * $(t)>0 for t # I ;
(B) for ===0 , * (0)=*0 , * $(0)=* "(0)=0, * $$$(0)>0 and * $(t)>0
for t # I"[0];
(C) for = # (=0 , =0+\1), there exists t1 , t2 # I such that * $(t1)=
* $(t2)=0, * "(t1)<0, * "(t2)>0, * $(t)>0 in (&’, t1) _ (t2 , ’) and * $(t)<0
in (t1 , t2). (See Fig. 2.)
Thus the perturbed solution curve near a fold type of degenerate solution
basically keeps the same shape: a parabola-like curve. But near a cusp type
of degenerate solution, a bifurcation occurs: the curve is monotone before
the cusp point, while it becomes a S-shaped curve with two fold type
degenerate solutions after the the cusp point. In the latter case, if * $$$(0)<0,
then locally the curve is reversed S-shaped (Like Fig. 6(C)).
Next we consider the situation as in Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 2.4. Let F be twice continuously differentiable, and F(=0 , *, u0)
#0 for * # R. For T0=(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) # M1 , H(T0)=(0, 0), and T0 satisfies
(F1), (F3), and (F5). Then there exists $>0 such that all the solutions of
H(=, *, u, w)=(0, 0) near T0 are in a form of (2.6), =(s)==0+{(s), and
FIG. 2. Bifurcation of degenerate solutions at a cusp.
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{(0)={$(0)=0. If (F4) is satisfied, then u(s)=u0+skw0+z1(s), w(s)=
w0+s+z2(s), *(s)=*0+s+z3(s), where k is the unique number such that
(l, F*u[w0]+kFuu[w0 , w0])=0,  # X3 is the unique solution of
F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]+kFuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[]=0,
(2.8)
and zi (0)=z$i (0)=0 for i=1, 2, 3. If (F4$) is satisfied, then u(s)=u0+sw0
+z1(s), w(s)=w0+s%+z2(s), *(s)=*0+z3(s), % # X3 is the unique solution
of (2.7), and zi (0)=z$i (0)=0 for i=1, 2, 3.
In Theorem 1.2, if (F4) is satisfied, the solutions of (1.1) has a transcriti-
cal bifurcation, and if (F4$) is satisfied, it is a pitch-fork bifurcation. From
Theorem 2.4, we obtain the precise structure of the solution set of (1.1)
near (=0 , *0 , 0) if (F4) is also satisfied. In particular, we can observe how
a transcritical bifurcation changes.
Theorem 2.5. Assume the conditions in Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, and
[Ts] is defined as in Theorem 2.4. In addition we assume that (F4) is
satisfied. Then ="(0){0. If ="(0)>0, (l, F*u) >0 and (l, Fuu[w0 , w0])>0,
then there exists \1 , $1 , $2>0, such that for N=[(*, u) # R_X : |*&*0 |
$1 , &u&$2],
(A) for = # (=0&\1 , =0),
F &1(0) & N=71= _ 7
2
= , 7
i
==[(*, ui (*)): * # [*0&$1 , *0+$1]], i=1, 2;
(2.9)
(B) for ===0 ,
F &1(0) & N=[(*, 0): * # [*0&$1 , *0+$1]] _ 70 ,
(2.10)
70=[(* (t), u (t)): t # [&’, ’]],
and * $(t)>0 for t # [&’, ’];
(C) for = # (=0 , =0+\1),
F &1(0) & N=7+= _ 7
&
= , 7
\
= =[(* \(t), u \(t)): t # [&’, ’]], (2.11)
* +(\’)=*0+$1 , * &(\’)=*0&$1 , * $\(0)=0, * "+(0)<0, * "&(0)>0, and
there is exactly one turning point on each component 7\= . (See Fig. 3.)
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FIG. 3. Bifurcation of degenerate solutions in a transcritical bifurcation.
It is possible to obtain part of the result in Theorem 2.4 without the
condition F(=0 , *, u0)#0. Instead, we can consider it under the opposite
of (F2):
(F2$) F*(=0 , *0 , u0) # R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)).
We have
Theorem 2.6. Let F be twice continuously differentiable. For T0=
(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) # M1 , H(T0)=(0, 0), and T0 satisfies (F1), (F2$), and (F4).
Then there exists $>0 such that all the solutions of H(=, *, u, w)=(0, 0)
near T0 are in a form of (2.6), where u(s)=u0+sv+z1(s), w(s)=w0+s+
z2(s), *(s)=*0+s+z3(s) and =(s)==0+{(s), (v, ) # X_X3 is the unique
solution of
{F*(=0 , *0 , u0)+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v]=0,F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]+Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v, w0]+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[]=0, (2.12)
and zi (0)=z$i (0)=0 for i=1, 2, 3, {(0)={$(0)=0.
The proofs of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 are given in Section 3, and
the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 are given in Section 4 after some
necessary calculations are done.
3. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS (1)
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We define a differential operator K: R_X_X3
 Y_Y,
K[{, v, ]=H(*, u, w)(=, *, u, w)[{, v, ]
=\ {F*(=0 , *0 , u0)+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v]{F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]+Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v, w0]+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[]+ .
(3.1)
We prove that K is an isomorphism.
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First we prove that K is injective. Suppose there exists ({, v, ) such
that K({, v, )=(0, 0). Let l # Y* satisfying N(l )=R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)). Then
by (F2),
(l, F*(=0 , *0 , u0)) {0. (3.2)
From the first equation in (3.1), we obtain { (l, F*(=0 , *0 , u0))=0. So by
(3.2), {=0. And, because of the first equation in (3.1) and (F1), v=kw0 for
some k # R. Substituting it into the second equation in (3.1), we have
Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)+kFuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]=0. (3.3)
Thus k(l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0])=0, and k=0 because of (F4). Hence
v=0 and  # N(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0))=L(w0). On the other hand,  # X3 by
definition. Since X=X3 L(w0), then =0. Therefore, ({, v, )=(0, 0, 0)
and K is injective.
Next we prove K is surjective. Let (h, g) # Y_Y, then we need to find
({, v, ) # R_X_X3 such that
{F*(=0 , *0 , u0)+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v]=h, (3.4)
{F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]+Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v, w0]+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[]= g.
(3.5)
Applying l to (3.4), we get
{=
(l, h)
(l, F*(=0 , *0 , u0))
. (3.6)
Let v=kw0+v0 where v0 # X3 . By (F1), K1 #Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)|X3 is an iso-
morphism. Thus v0=(K1)&1 (h&{F*(=0 , *0 , u0)) is uniquely determined
where { is defined in (3.6). k # R can be uniquely determined by applying
l to (3.5),
{ (l, F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]) +k (l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0])
+(l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v0 , w0]) =(l, g) (3.7)
because of (F4). Finally,
=(K1)&1 (g&{F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]+Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v0+kw0 , w0]).
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Therefore, (h, g) # R(K), and K is a bijection. On the other hand, since F
is twice differentiable, then K is continuous, and K&1 is also continuous
by the open mapping theorem of Banach [Y, p. 75]. Thus K is a linear
homeomorphism, and by the implicit function theorem, (see, for example,
[CR1]), the solutions of H(=, *, u, w)=0 can be written as the form in
(2.3). For the last statement, we differentiate F(=, *(=), u(=))=0 with respect
to =, and apply l to the resulting equation, then (2.4) follows. K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We apply Theorem 1.1. Recall that X=L(w0)
X3 and K is the differential operator defined in (3.1).
(1) dim N(K)=1. Suppose ({, v, ) # N(K) and ({, v, ){0. Then
by the same proof of injectivity in Theorem 2.1, we obtain that {=0,
v=kw0 and  satisfies (3.3), thus =k%. Hence ({, v, )=k(0, w0 , %) and
dim N(K)=1.
(2) codim R(K)=1. Let (h, g) # R(K), and its pre-image be ({, v, ).
Thus (h, g) and ({, v, ) satisfy (3.4) and (3.5). Applying l to (3.4), we have
{ (l, F*(=0 , *0 , u0))=(l, h). (3.8)
Since (l, F*(=0 , *0 , u0)){0, then { can be uniquely determined by (3.8) for
any given h # Y. We denote this { by {h , and substitute it back in (3.4),
then equation Fu[v]=h&{h (l, F*(=0 , *0 , u0)) has a unique solution v # X3 ,
which we denote by vh .
We substitute ({h , vh) into (3.5), and apply l, then we obtain
{h (l, F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]) +(l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[vh , w0])=(l, g). (3.9)
Therefore, (h, g) # R(K) if and only if (h, g) satisfies (3.9).
We notice that T1 : Y  R_X3 , T1(h)=({h , vh) is a linear continuous
operator, and T2 : R_X3  R, T2 ( {, v ) = { ( l, F*u ( =0 , *0 , u0 ) [ w0 ] ) +
(l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v, w0]) is a linear continuous functional. Thus l1=
T2 b T1 : Y  R is a linear continuous functional on Y, and (h, g) # R(K) if
and only if (l1 , h)&(l, g) =0. Let l2=(l1 , &l ) # Y*_Y*, then N(l2)=
R(K). Therefore codim R(K)=1.
Finally, we have H=(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0)  R(K) by (2.5). Therefore we can
apply Theorem 1.1, and we obtain the solution curve (=0+{(s), C(s)),
where C(s)=(*0 , u0 , w0)+s(0, w0 , %)+z(s) and z(s)=(z1(s), z2(s), z3(s))
satisfies the conclusions in Theorem 2.2. K
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we apply
Theorem 1.1.
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(1) dim N(K)=1. Suppose ({, v, ) # N(K) and ({, v, ){0. First
we consider the case of {=0. From (3.4) with h=0, Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v]=0,
thus v=kw0 . We substitute v=kw0 and {=0 into (3.5) with g=0, then
kFuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[]=0. So if (F4) is satisfied, then
k==0, hence {{0 if (F4) is satisfied. If (F4$) is satisfied, then (0, w0 , %)
# N(K). Next we consider the case of {{0. Without loss of generality, we
assume that {=1. Then Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v]=0 and v=kw0 . By substitution,
(3.5) becomes
F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]+kFuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]+Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[]=0.
(3.10)
By applying l to (3.10), we obtain
(l, F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0]) +k (l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]) =0. (3.11)
If (F4) is satisfied, there exists a unique k=k1 such that (3.11) holds.
Moreover, with k=k1 in (3.10), we can solve a unique =1 # X3 satisfy-
ing (3.10). Therefore N(K)=span[(1, k1 w0 , 1)] if (F4) is satisfied. If (F4$)
is satisfied, we obtain (l, F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0])=0, which contradicts with
(F3). Thus when (F4$) is satisfied, then N(K)=span[(0, w0 , %)].
(2) codim R(K)=1. Let (h, g) # R(K), and its pre-image be ({, v, ).
Thus (h, g) and ({, v, ) satisfy (3.4) and (3.5). By applying l to (3.4), we
find that (l, h) =0. Thus h # N(l )=R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)), there exists a unique
v1 # X3 such that Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v1]=h. Let v=v1+kw0 . If (F4) is satisfied,
we can take {=0, k is determined by
(l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[v1 , w0])+k (l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0]) =(l, g) ,
(3.12)
and  can also be uniquely determined. If (F4$) is satisfied, then we can
take k=0, { is determined by
{ (l, F*u(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0])+(l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , v1]) =(l, g) , (3.13)
and  can also be uniquely determined. Therefore, in both cases, R(K)=
R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0))_Y, which is codimension one.
(3) H=(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0)  R(K). This directly comes from (F5) and
R(K)=R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0))_Y. So the result follows from Theorem 1.1. K
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The proof of Theorem 2.6 is similar to that of Theorem 2.4, so we omit it.
4. SOME CALCULATIONS AND PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS (2)
In a bifurcation problem, it is important to determine the direction or
the orientation of the bifurcation. Roughly speaking, if \ is a real bifurca-
tion parameter, \(s), s # I=(&$, $), is a bifurcation curve near a bifurca-
tion point \(0)=\0 , then the bifurcation is supercritical if \(s)>\0 for
s # I, is subcritical if \(s)<\0 for s # I, and is transcritical if \(s)>\0 for
s # (0, $) and \(s)<\0 for s # (&$, 0) or vice versa. The direction is deter-
mined by the first non-vanishing derivative of \(s) at s=0. In this section
we are going to compute the direction of bifurcation in all the occasions
which we have discussed.
First we consider the case when ===0 is fixed, and the bifurcation in
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In Theorem 1.1, we differentiate F(*(s), u(s))=0 and
apply l, then we obtain
*$(0)=0, *"(0)=&
(l, Fuu(*0 , u0)[w0 , w0])
(l, F*(*0 , u0))
. (4.1)
So if (F4) is satisfied, then *"(0){0. If (F4$) is satisfied, then *"(0)=0 and
*$$$(0)=&
(l, Fuuu(*0 , u0)[w0 , w0 , w0]) +3 (l, Fuu(*0 , u0)[w0 , %])
(l, F*(*0 , u0))
,
(4.2)
where % is the solution of (2.7).
In the situation of Theorem 1.2, following the original proof by Crandall
and Rabinowitz [CR1], we define
G(s, *, z)={s
&1F(*, sw0+sz)
Fu(*, 0)(w0+z)
if s{0,
if s=0,
(4.3)
where (s, *, z) # R_R_X3 such that s(w0+z) # V, a neighborhood of 0 in
X, and s # (&$, $). From the proof of Theorem 1.7 in [CR1], the solution
curve (*(s), u(s)) is actually the solution curve (s, *(s), z(s)) of G(s, *, z)=0.
So we differentiate G(s, *(s), z(s))=0 with respect to s at s=0, and we get
0=
d
ds
G(s, *(s), z(s)) } s=0
=
1
2
Fuu(*0 , u0)[w0 , w0]+*$(0) F*u(*0 , u0)w+Fu(*0 , 0) z$(0). (4.4)
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Applying l to (4.4), we obtain
*$(0)=&
(l, Fuu(*0 , u0)[w0 , w0])
2 (l, F*u(*0 , u0))
. (4.5)
So if (F4) is satisfied, then *$(0){0. If (F4$) is satisfied, then *$(0)=0 and
*"(0)=&
(l, Fuuu(*0 , u0)[w0 , w0 , w0])+3 (l, Fuu(*0 , u0)[w0 , %])
3 (l, F*u(*0 , u0))
,
(4.6)
where % is the solution of (2.7).
Now let us turn to the bifurcation of degenerate solutions. Let
[Ts=(=(s), *(s), u(s), w(s)) : s # (&$, $)] be a curve of degenerate solutions
which we obtained in Theorem 2.2. Then =$(0)=*$(0)=0, and u$(0)=w0 ,
w$(0)=%. Here we determine ="(0) and *"(0).
Differentiating (2.1) with respect to s, we obtain
F==$(s)+F**$(s)+Fu[u$(s)]=0, (4.7)
F=u[w(s)] =$(s)+F*u[w(s)] *$(s)+Fuu[w(s), u$(s)]+Fu[w$(s)]=0.
(4.8)
When s=0, we have
Fu[w0]=0, and Fu[%]+Fuu[w0 , w0]=0. (4.9)
Differentiating (4.7) and (4.8) again, we obtain
F==[=$(s)]2+F=="(s)+F**[*$(s)]2+F* *"(s)+Fuu[u$(s), u$(s)]
+Fu[u"(s)]+2F=*=$(s) *$(s)+2F=u[u$(s)] =$(s)+2F*u[u$(s)] *$(s)=0,
(4.10)
and
F==u[w(s)][=$(s)]2+F=u[w(s)] ="(s)+F**u[w(s)][*$(s)]2+F*u[w(s)] *"(s)
+Fuuu[u$(s), u$(s), w(s)]+Fuu[w(s), u"(s)]+Fu[w"(s)]
+2F=*u[w(s)] =$(s) *$(s)+2F=uu[u$(s), w(s)] =$(s)
+2F*uu[u$(s), w(s)] *$(s)+2F=u[w$(s)] =$(s)
+2F*u[w$(s)] *$(s)+2Fuu[w$(s), u$(s)]=0. (4.11)
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When s=0, we have
="(0) F=+*"(0) F*+Fuu[w0 , w0]+Fu[u"(0)]=0, (4.12)
and
="(0) F=u[w0]+*"(0) F*u[w0]+Fuuu[w0 , w0 , w0]+Fuu[w0 , u"(0)]
+Fu[w"(0)]+2Fuu[%, w0]=0. (4.13)
By applying l to (4.12) and (4.13), and combining (4.9), we get
{
="(0)(l, F=)+*"(0)(l, F*) =0
="(0)(l, F=u[w0])+*"(0)(l, F*u[w0]) =&(l, Fuuu[w0 , w0 , w0])
&3 (l, Fuu[%, w0])&(l, Fuu[w0 , u"(0)&%])
="(0) F=+*"(0) F*=&Fu[u"(0)&%]
(4.14)
Define k1 , k2 ,
k1=="(0), and k2=
*"(0)
="(0)
=&
(l, F=)
(l, F*)
.
Let v=Fu | &1X3 [F=+k2F*], then u"(0)&%=&k1v. We substitute v into the
second equation of (4.14), then
k1 (l, F=u[w0]+k2F*u[w0]+Fuu[w0 , v])
=&(l, Fuuu[w0 , w0 , w0]) &3 (l, Fuu[%, w0]) ,
for which k1 is solvable if
F=u[w0]+k2F*u[w0]+Fuu[w0 , v]  R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)). (4.15)
Therefore ="(0) and *"(0) are solvable if (4.15) is satisfied. Relation (4.15)
will be easier to check if X, Y are Hilbert space.
Next we consider the special case of X and Y being Hilbert spaces. Let
Y be a Hilbert space, with inner-product ( } , } ) Y , X/Y be a closed dense
subspace, X3=X & L(w0)=. Let
Fu(=0 , *0 , u0): X  Y,
and (4.16)
Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , } ]: X  Y
be linear self-adjoint operators. Then (2.5) and (4.15) will become more
transparent in this case. In fact, in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we have
shown that (h, g) # R(K) if and only if (h, g) satisfies (3.9). For Hilbert
spaces and self-adjoint operators, we have a more explicit representation of
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R(K). First, by Riesz presentation theorem l # Y* can be represented as
(l, x)=(w0 , x)Y for x # Y. From (3.4) and (3.5), we have
{ (w0 , F*)Y=(w0 , h)Y (4.17)
{ (w0 , F*u[w0])Y+(w0 , Fuu[w0 , v])Y=(w0 , g)Y . (4.18)
From Fu[%]+Fuu[w0 , w0]=0 and Fu[v]+{F*=h, and (v, Fu[%])Y=
(%, Fu[v])Y because Fu is self-adjoint, then
(v, Fuu[w0 , w0])Y&{(%, F*)Y=&(%, h)Y . (4.19)
Notice that ( w0 , Fuu[ w0 , v ] )Y = ( v, Fuu [ w0 , w0 ] )Y because that
Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , } ] is self-adjoint. Therefore, from (4.17), (4.18), and
(4.19), we have
[(w0 , F*u[w0])Y+(%, F*(=0 , *0 , u0))Y](w0 , h)Y
=(w0 , F*)Y [(w0 , g)Y+(%, h)Y], (4.20)
which implies (h, g) # R(K) if and only if
det _ (w0 , h)Y(w0 , g)Y+(%, h)Y
(w0 , F*)Y
(w0 , F*u[w0])Y+(%, F*)Y&=0. (4.21)
Consequently, Eq. (2.5) becomes
det _ (w0 , F=)Y(w0 , F=u [w0])Y+(%, F=)Y
(w0 , F*)Y
(w0 , F*u[w0])Y+(%, F*)Y&{0.
(4.22)
We derive a similar formula for ="(0) and *"(0). Since (u"(0), Fu[%])Y=
(%, Fu[u"(0)])Y , then by applying % to (4.12), we get
(u"(0), Fuu[w0 , w0])Y
=="(0)(%, F=)Y+*"(0)(%, F*)Y+(%, Fuu[w0 , w0])Y . (4.23)
On the other hand, by applying w0 to (4.13), we get
="(0)(w0 , F=u[w0])Y+*"(0)(w0 , F*u[w0])Y+(w0 , Fuuu[w0 , w0 , w0])Y
+(w0 , Fuu[w0 , u"(0)])Y+2(w0 , Fuu[%, w0])Y=0. (4.24)
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Since (w0 , Fuu[w0 , u"(0)])Y=(u"(0), Fuu[w0 , w0])Y , then combining the
first equation in (4.14), we have
_ (w0 , F=)Y(w0 , F=u[w0])Y+(%, F=)Y
(w0 , F*)Y
(w0 , F*u[w0])Y+(%, F*)Y&\
="(0)
*"(0)+
=\ 0&(w0 , Fuuu[w0 , w0 , w0])Y&3 (w0 , Fuu[%, w0])Y+ . (4.25)
Because of (4.22), (4.25) has a unique solution (="(0), *"(0)). The solution
is non-zero if (F6) is satisfied.
Next we compute the bifurcation direction of curve in Theorem 2.4. First
we assume that (F4) is satisfied. Since *$(0)=1 and =$(0)=0, then we need
to determine ="(0). In the context of Theorem 2.4, we set s=0 in (4.7),
(4.8), and (4.10), and apply l to these equations, then we obtain
(l, F*u[w0])+(l, Fuu[w0 , v]) =0, (4.26)
and
="(0)(l, F=)+(l, F**) +(l, Fuu[v, v])+2 (l, F*u[v]) =0. (4.27)
Since F(=, *, 0)#0, then v=kw0 , where
k=&
(l, F*u[w0])
(l, Fuu[w0 , w0])
.
Then (4.27) becomes
="(0)=&k
(l, F*u[w0])
(l, F=)
=
(l, F*u[w0]) 2
(l, Fuu[w0 , w0])(l, F=)
. (4.28)
If (F4$) is satisfied, then =$(0)=*$(0)=0. From (4.10), ="(0)=0. *"(0) and
=$$$(0) can be determined if further smoothness is assumed, but they are not
needed in this paper, so we will not go into that.
Now we are ready to prove Theorems 2.3 and 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Part (1) is obvious by Theorem 1.1 and Theorem
2.1. For part (2), we apply Theorem 2 in [Da], then the solution set 7=
for = # (=0&$1 , =0+$1) is a curve (* (t), u (t)) with t # I. Moreover, ="(0)>0
so there are exactly two degenerate solutions for = # (=0 , =0+$1) and there
is no degenerate solution for = # (=0&$1 , $1).
When ===0 , * $(0)=0 by Theorem 1.1, * "(0)=0 by (4.1) and * $$$(0)>0
by (4.2) and our assumptions. And there exists ’1>0 such that for
t # (&’1 , ’1)"[0], * $(t)>0. When = # (=0&$1 , =0), there is no degenerate
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solution near (=0 , *0 , u0), so * $(t)>0 for all t # (&’2 , ’2) for some
’2 # (0, ’1) since 7= is a perturbation of 70 .
When = # (=0 , =0+$1), there are exactly two degenerate solutions
(*(s1), u(s1)) and (*(s2), u(s2)) on 7= , where s1<0 and s2>0. For a
degenerate solution (=(s), *(s), u(s), w(s)), define
A(s)=(l(s), Fuu(=(s), *(s), u(s))[w(s), w(s)]) ,
where l(s) # Y* satisfying N(l(s))=R(Fu(=(s), *(s), u(s))). Then A is dif-
ferentiable and
A$(0)=2 (l, Fuu[w0 , %])+(l, Fuuu[w0 , w0 , w0])+(l $(0), Fuu[w0 , w0])
=3 (l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , %])+(l, Fuuu(=0 , *0 , u0)[w0 , w0 , w0])<0,
(4.29)
since =$(0)=*$(0)=0, u$(0)=w0 and w$(0)=%. In (4.29), we obtain
(l $(0), Fuu[w0 , w0]) =(l, Fuu[w0 , %]) by differentiating (l(s), Fu(=(s),
*(s), u(s))[w0]) =0 twice, and using (4.13). In particular, A(s1)>0 and
A(s2)<0. On the other hand, (l(s), F*(=(s), *(s), u(s)))>0 for |s| small, so
* "(s1)<0 and * "(s2)>0 from the formula (4.1). Therefore, * (t) is a con-
nected curve with a local minimum at t1=*(s1) and a local maximum at
t2=*(s2). K
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Because of (4.28) and (F4), ="(0){0. Define
N=[(*, u) # R_X : |*&*1 |$1 , &u&$2], such that (2.10) holds and
* (&’)=*0&$1 , * (’)=*0+$1 , and for t # [&’, ’], &u (t)&$22.
We denote by 7= the solution set of (1.1) in N for fixed =. If ="(0)>0,
then there exists \2>0 such that for = # (=0 , =0+\2), (1.1) has exactly two
degenerate solutions (*+ , u+) and (*& , u&), where *+=*(s+)>*0 and
*&=*(s&)<*0 , s+>0>s& , u\=s\ w0+o( |s| ) for |s| small. Moreover,
u\ are degenerate solutions which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1. In
fact, we only need to check that F*(=, *\ , u\)  R(Fu(=, *\ , u\)). Define
B(s)=(l(s), F*(=(s), *(s), u(s))) , where l(s) # Y* satisfying N(l(s))=
R(Fu(=(s), *(s), u(s))). Then B$(0)=(l, F*u(=0 , *0 , 0)[w0]) >0, and B(0)
=0 by the assumptions, so B(s+)>0 and B(s&)<0. On the other hand,
since (l, Fuu(=0 , *0 , 0)[w0 , w0]) <0, we have
(l(s), Fuu(=(s), *(s), u(s))[w(s), w(s)]) <0
for |s| small. By (4.1) and Theorem 1.1, near (*+ , u+), the solutions forms
a curve 7+= =[(*+(t), u+(t)): t # [&’, ’]] with *+(0)=*+ , u+(0)=u+ ,
*$+(0)=0, *"+(0)<0 and *+(\’)=*0+$1 . And similarly, the solutions
near (*& , u&) also form a curve 7&= =[(*&(t), u&(t)): t # [&’, ’]] with
*"&(0)>0 and *&(\’)=*0&$1 .
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We claim that 7= consists of only 7+= and 7
&
= for = # (=0 , =0+\1) with
\1 # (0, \2). By the definition of N, there exists \3>0 such that for
= # [=0 , =0+\3], (1.1) has no solution u with &u&=$2 . And there exists
\4>0 such that for = # (=0 , =0+\4], there is no degenerate solution of (1.1)
with |*&*0 |$1 2. For ===0 , (1.1) has a unique nontrivial solution
(*
*
, u
*
) # N such that *
*
=*0+$1 and &u*&$2 2. Since u* is non-
degenerate, for fixed *=*
*
, by the implicit function theorem, there exists
\5>0 such that for = # (=0&\5 , =0+\5), (1.1) has a unique solution u*(=)
near u
*
, and a unique solution u0(=) near the trivial solution (**, 0). By
choosing \5 smaller, we can assume that (1.1) has exactly these two solu-
tions with *=*
*
and u # N. Let \1=min(\3 , \4 , \5). Suppose that for
some = # (=0 , =0+\1), there is another solution (*, u) of (1.1) which is not
on 7\= . Then (*, u) is non-degenerate since the only nondegenerate solu-
tions are (*+ , u+) and (*& , u&). So by the implicit function theorem,
(*, u) is on a solution curve 71=(* (s), u~ (s)) which can be extended to N.
But there is no solution can be on &u&=$2 , so there is a solution (**, u*)
on 71 . On the other hand, 7+= has another two solutions on *=**, thus
there are at least three solutions on *=*
*
, which contradicts with the
definition of \1 .
For = # (=0&\1 , =0), we have shown there is no degenerate solution. By
a similar argument as the last paragraph, we can show that the solution set
in N consists of two disjoint curves with no degenerate solutions. K
5. APPLICATIONS TO SEMILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
In this section, we apply the abstract results to a semilinear elliptic
equation:
Lu+*f (=, u)=0 in 0, u=0 on 0, (5.1)
where
L= :
n
i, j=1

x i _aij (x)

xj &+b(x)= :
n
i, j=1
i (aij (x) j)+b(x) (5.2)
is a uniformly elliptic, formally self-adjoint linear second order differential
operator, with real-valued coefficient functions aij=aji , b # C1(0 ), 0 is a
bounded smooth domain in Rn, n1, = is a real parameter and * is a
positive parameter. (That does not lose any generality, if *<0, then we can
consider & f ; if *=0, the equation is trivial.) We also assume that
f # C 2(R_R) unless other conditions are specified.
Let L denote the linear operator induced by L in Y=L2(0), with
domain X=D(L)=H 10(0) & H
2(0). Then L is self-adjoint, and the
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spectrum of L consists of a sequence (*k)k # N : 0<*1<*2*3 } } } of
eigenvalues. Most results here are also true if the nonlinearity f depends on
x, and some of them can also be generalized to the case of non-self-adjoint
elliptic operators and more general Sobolev spaces Wk, p(0). But in the
present setting, the results will be in a clearest and simplest form, which is
best for illustrating our abstract results.
We define
F(=, *, u)=Lu+*f (=, u), (5.3)
G(=, *, u, w)=Fu(=, *, u)[w]=Lw+*fu(=, u)w, (5.4)
where F: R_R_X  Y, G: R_R_X_X1  Y, X1=[u # X : &u&2=1].
Let (=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) be a solution of F(=, *, u)=0 and G(=, *, u, w)=0.
Define X3=[u # X : 0 u(x) w0(x) dx=0], and X2=w0+X3=[w0+u :
u # X3]. Then X3 is a complement subspace of L(w0) in X, and X2 is a
closed hyperplane in X with codimension 1. We consider the problem
H(=, *, u, w)=\ F(=, *, u)G(=, *, u, w)+=\
0
0+ , (5.5)
where H: R_R_X_X3  Y_Y. (For simplicity, we denote R_R_X_X3
by M1 .)
The application of Theorem 2.1 to (5.1) is
Theorem 5.1. Suppose H(T0)=0 for T0=(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) # M1 , T0
satisfy (F1),
|
0
f (=0 , u0) w0 dx{0, (5.6)
and
|
0
fuu(=0 , u0) w30 dx{0. (5.7)
Then there exists $>0 such that all the solutions to H(=, *, u, w)=0 near T0
are in a form of (2.3), where u(=0)=u0 , w(=0)=w0 and *(=0)=*0 . And,
*$(=0)=&*0
0 f=(=0 , u0) w0 dx
0 f (=0 , u0) w0 dx
. (5.8)
Moreover, if f # Ck, so is u(=), w(=) and *(=).
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Proof. We show F satisfies (F2) and (F4). It is easy to see that
F*(=0 , *0 , u0)= f (=0 , u0). If v # R(Fu(=0 , *0 , u0)), then there exists  # X
such that L+*0 fu(=0 , u0)=v. On the other hand, w0 # X satisfies
Lw0+*0 fu(=0 , u0) w0=0. Using integration by parts and Green’s formula,
we obtain 0 vw0 dx=0. So v # R(Fu) if and only if 0 vw0 dx=0, Thus
(5.6) implies (F2). Similarly, Fuu[w0 , w0]=*0 fuu(=0 , u0) w20 , and (5.7)
implies (F4). (Note that *0>0.) Then the result follows from Theorem 2.1.
The formula (5.8) also follows from (2.4) since l(v)=0 vw0 dx for
v # Y*=Y. K
Similarly, we have the application of Theorem 2.2 to (5.1):
Theorem 5.2. Suppose H(T0)=0 for T0=(=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) # M1 , T0
satisfies (F1), (5.6),
|
0
fuu(=0 , u0) w30 dx=0, (5.9)
and
D=det _ *0 0 f= w0 dx*0 0 f= % dx+*0
0 fw0 dx
0 f% dx+0 fuw20 dx&{0, (5.10)
where fi= fi (=0 , u0) and i=<, =, u, =u. Then there exists $>0 such that all
the solutions to H(=, *, u, w)=0 near T0 are in a form of (2.6), where u(s)=
u0+sw0+z1(s), w(s)=w0+s%+z2(s), *(s)=*0+z3(s) and =(s)==0+{(s),
% is the solution to
{L%+*0 fu(=0 , u0)%+*0 fuu(=0 , u0) w
2
0=0, in 0,
%=0, on 0, 0 %w0 dx=0,
(5.11)
and zi (0)=z$i (0)=0 for i=1, 2, 3, {(0)={$(0)=0.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 5.1, T0 satisfies (F2) and (F4$). To
prove T0 satisfies (2.5), we use the explicit form of (2.5) in Section 3, (4.22).
Since Y=L2(0), then (u, v)Y=0 uv dx. So (4.22) follows from (5.10). K
Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2, the turning direction (="(0), *"(0))
can be determined by the computation in in Section 3. Suppose all condi-
tions in Theorem 5.2 are satisfied and [(=(s), *(s), u(s), w(s)): s # (&$, $)]
is the curve of the degenerate solutions. Then by (4.25), (="(0), *"(0))
satisfies
_ *0 0 f=w0 dx*0 0 f= % dx+*0 0 f=uw20 dx
0 fw0 dx
0 f% dx+0 fu w20 dx&\
="(0)
*"(0)+=\
0
&e+ ,
(5.12)
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where
e=3*0 |
0
fuu(=0 , u0) %w20 dx+*0 |
0
fuuu(=0 , u0) w40 dx. (5.13)
Thus
="(0)=
e
D |0 fw0 dx, and *"(0)=&
e
D
*0 |
0
f=w0 dx. (5.14)
Finally, Theorem 2.4 in the context of (5.1) is
Theorem 5.3. Suppose f (=0 , 0)=0, fu(=0 , 0)>0, H(T0)=0 for T0=
(=0 , *0 , 0, w0) # M1 . Assume T0 satisfy (F1), (5.7), and
|
0
f=(=0 , 0) w0 dx{0. (5.15)
Then there exists $>0 such that for = # (=0&$, =0+$), all the solutions to
H(=, *, u, w)=0 near T0 are in a form of (2.6), and =(s)==0+{(s), {(0)=
{$(0)=0. If (5.7) is also satisfied, u(s)=u0+skw0+z1(s), w(s)=w0+
s+z2(s), *(s)=*0+s+z3(s),  is the unique solution of
L+*0 fu(=0 , 0)+ fu(=0 , 0) w0
{ +k*0 fuu(=0 , 0) w20=0, in 0, (5.16)=0, on 0, 0 w0 dx=0,
and zi (0)=z$i (0)=0 for i=1, 2, 3. If (5.9) is satisfied, u(s)=u0+sw0+
z1(s), w(s)=w0+s%+z2(s), *(s)=*0+z3(s), % is the unique solution of
(5.11), and zi (0)=z$i (0)=0 for i=1, 2, 3.
The proof is straightforward so we omit it. We also mention that Theorems
2.3 and 2.5 have corresponding applications in the context of Eq. (5.1) in
an obvious way, and we would not repeat the results here, but we will see
these results in specific examples in the next section.
6. EXAMPLES OF GLOBAL BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS
In this section, we consider (5.1) with L=2:
2u+*f (=, u)=0 in 0, u=0 on 0, (6.1)
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for several special nonlinearities f (=, u). We will only consider the positive
solutions and negative solutions of (6.1) for *>0. In this section *1 is the
first eigenvalue of &2 on H 10(0). We will always use (=(s), *(s), u(s), w(s))
as the curve of the degenerate solutions, and (* (t), u (t)) as the curve of the
solutions of (6.1).
6.1. A Perturbed Logistic Equation
Here we consider f (=, u)=u&bu2&=, where b>0. When ==0, then
Eq. (6.1) is the Logistic equation, and it is well known that, for *>*1 ,
there is a unique positive solution. We consider the bifurcation of solutions
of (6.1) near (=, *, u)=(0, *1 , 0) for small =. Since this is a local bifurcation
near u=0, so we can actually work on more general conditions. We
assume that f (=, u) satisfies
f # C 2(R_R), f (=, u)=f (0, u)&=, f (0, 0)=0,
(6.2)
fu(0, 0)=1, fuu(0, 0)=&2b<0.
When ==0, *=*1 is a point where a bifurcation from the trivial solution
occurs: there exists $>0 such that all the nontrivial solutions near (*1 , 0)
form a curve 70=(* (t), u (t)), t # (&’, ’), * (0)=*1 , u (0)=0, u (t)=tw0+
z(s) and by (4.1)
* $(0)=&
*1 fuu(0, 0) 0 w30 dx
2 fu(0, 0) 0 w20 dx
>0, (6.3)
where w0 is the eigenfunction corresponding to *1 and z(s) is a higher order
term. By the maximal principle, we can show that for t # (0, ’), u (t) is a
positive solution, and for t # (&’, 0), u (t) is a negative solution. Note that
(*, u)=(*1 , 0) is the only degenerate solution on the curve.
We verify the conditions in Theorems 5.3 and (2.5). First (F1) is satisfied
since *1 is a simple eigenvalue and 2+*1 is a Fredholm operator with
index 0, 0 fuu(0, 0) w30 dx=&2b 0 w
3
0 dx{0 so (5.7) is satisfied. Next
0 f (0, 0)w dx=0 and 0 f=(0, 0) w0 dx=&0 w0 dx{0. Thus Theorem
5.3 can be applied, and the degenerate solutions near (0, *1 , 0, w0) forms a
curve [(=(s), *(s), u(s), w(s)): s # (&$, $)]. Moreover, *$(0)=1, =$(0)=0
and by (4.28),
="(0)=
(0 fu(0, 0) w20 dx)
2
*21(0 fuu(0, 0) w
3
0 dx)(0 f=(0, 0) w0 dx)
=
(0 w20 dx)
2
2b*21(0 w
3
0 dx)(0 w0 dx)
>0.
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Therefore, ===(s) is a /-shaped curve near s=0, and there exists =1>0
such that for = # (0, =1), there are exactly two turning points near (*, u)=
(*1 , 0); for = # (&=1 , 0), there is no turning point near (*1 , 0). For Theorem
2.5, we have (l, F*(0, *1 , 0)) =0 fu(0, 0) w20 dx>0 and (l, Fuu(0, *1 , 0)
[w0 , w0]) =0 fuu(0, 0) w30 dx<0. So Theorem 2.5 can also be applied; the
solution set near (*1 , 0) for = # (&=1 , =1) is just like Fig. 3. When =>0,
since w0>0, u+ is a positive solution, and similarly, u& is a negative solu-
tion. By choosing \2 smaller, we can also show that the solutions on 7+=
are all positive, and the solutions on 7&= are all negative. Similarly, when
=<0, one component consists of positive solutions, and the other consists
of negative solutions. It is also easy to see the convergence of 7= to 70 as
=  0. In fact, when =>0, the upper branch of 7+= (which can be charac-
terized as the stable branch: the solution with Morse index 0) converges to
the positive branch of 70 , while the lower branch (the solutions with
Morse indices 1) converges to [(*, 0): *>*1] as =  0+. Similar for 7&= .
When =<0, 7+= converges to the positive branch of 70 and [(*, 0): *<*1], and
7&= converges to the negative branch of 70 and [(*, 0): *>*1] as =  0
+. So
there is a switch of convergence when = changes from positive to negative.
Now we go back to our original example f (=, u)=u&bu2&=, where
b>0. For 0 being the unit ball, and n4, the local picture in Fig. 3 can
be extended to a precise global bifurcation diagram. Note that in this case,
all positive or negative solutions are radially symmetric and can be
parameterized by t=u(0). In fact, for =>0, by Theorem 6.16 of [OS2]
(note that f is concave and f (=, 0)<0), 7+ is a solution curve with only
one turning point (*+ , u+), the upper branch of 7+= continues to (*, t)=
(, z+), where z+ is the second positive zero of f (=, } )=0; the lower
branch stops at some (*
*
, u
*
) since the solution will become a sign-chang-
ing solution for *>*
*
. (This part is actually true for balls of any dimen-
sion.) On the other hand, by Theorem 6.21 of [OS2], 7&= starts from
(*, u)=(0, 0), continues to the right up to the unique turning point (*&, u&),
then bends back and continues to (0, ). There is no any other one-sign
solution. For =<0, by Theorem 6.11 and Theorem 6.2 of [OS2], 7+= and
7&= are both monotone. (See Fig. 4.)
FIG. 4. Global diagram for f (=, u)=u&bu2&=, b>0.
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6.2. Properties of Ordinary Differential Equations
In our remaining examples, we are going to show some precise global
bifurcation diagrams of an ordinary differential equation, which is Eq. (6.1)
with spatial-dimension n=1,
uxx+*f (=, u)=0, x # (0, 1), ux(0)=u(1)=0. (6.4)
In this subsection, we recall some basic results on (6.4), and we assume
that f # C1(R_R) and *>0.
We consider (6.4) instead of
uxx+*f (=, u)=0, x # (&1, 1), u(&1)=u(1)=0, (6.5)
because the solution u of (6.5) is always an even function with respect to
x=0, thus u is also the solution of (6.4). Also we only consider the
monotone increasing and monotone decreasing solutions, since any non-
monotone solution of (6.4) can be obtained by rescaling and periodically
extending a monotone solution. Define 7+= =[(*, u): (*, u) satisfies (6.4),
and ux(x)<0, x # (0, 1)], and 7&= =[(*, u): (*, u) satisfies (6.4), and ux(x)
>0, x # (0, 1)]. For (*, u) # 7+= , u(x)>0, and similarly, for (*, u) # 7
&
= ,
u(x)<0. Moreover, 7+= and 7
&
= can be parameterized by s=u(0):
Lemma 6.1. For fixed = # R and any s>0, there is at most one * (s)>0
such that (6.4) has a solution u(s) such that u(0)=s and (* (s), u(s)) # 7+= .
Let T=[s>0 : (6.4) has a monotone solution with u(0)=s], then s [ * (s)
is a well-defined continuous function from T to R+. If f # Ck(R_R), then
* ( } ) # Ck(T ). Similar results also hold for 7&= .
The lemma is well known, see [OS2]. From Lemma 6.1, 7\= can be
represented in a graph (* (s), s) in R+_R=[(*, u(0)): *>0, u(0) # R]. So
we will call 7= [(* (s), s): s # T] the bifurcation curve of (6.4), where T is
defined as in Lemma 6.1, and 7= 7+= _ 7
&
= . Note that 7= includes all the
nontrivial monotone solutions, which excludes u#0. When f (=, 0)=0,
u#0 is a trivial solution for any *>0.
(* (s), s) is a nondegenerate solution if * $(s){0, and it is degenerate if
* $(s)=0. Equivalently, a solution (*, u) of (6.4) is nondegenerate if
wxx+*fu(=, u)w=0, x # (0, 1), wx(0)=w(1)=0, (6.6)
has only trivial solution, and it is degenerate if (6.6) has a nontrivial solution.
For the degenerate solutions, we have (for the proof, see Proposition 4.4,
Lemma 5.3 in [OS2], and Lemma 2.3 in [OS1])
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Lemma 6.2. Suppose that u( } ) is a degenerate solution of (6.4). Then the
solution set of (6.6) is a one-dimensional linear space L(w)=[kw: k # R], w
can be chosen as positive and ux(1){0. Moreover,
|
1
0
f (=, u)w dx=
1
2*
wx(1) ux(1). (6.7)
Finally, the following result shows when a solution is not degenerate.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose f # C1(R_R), and we define %f (=, u)= f (=, u)&
ufu(=, u). If there exists u0 # (0, ) such that for u # [0, u0), %f (=, u)>
(<) %f (=, u0), and (* (u0), u0) # 7= , then * $(u0)<(>)0.
Proof. We use the time-mapping method. (See, for example, [BIS, W].)
By (6.4), we have T(t)=[* (t)]12, where t=u(0), * (t) is defined as in
Lemma 6.1, and
T(t)=
1
- 2 |
t
0
du
- F(=, t)&F(=, u)
, T $(t)=
1
(2)32 t |
t
0
[%(=, t)&%(=, u)] du
[F(=, t)&F(=, u)]32
,
(6.8)
where F(=, u)=u0 f (=, x) dx. Since T $(t)=(12) *
&12(t) * $(t), then the
result follows from (6.8). K
6.3. An Equation with S-Shaped Curve
We consider (6.4) and f (=, u)=u+u3&u4&=u2. We will show that there
are exactly three degenerate solutions on 7= for certain = using Theorem 5.1
and the results in [OS2]. When ==0, f (0, u)=u+u3&u4 satisfies fuu0
in [0, :] and fuu0 in [:, ). By Lemma 6.2, at any degenerate solution
(*0 , u0), the solution of linearized equation w0>0. Thus by Theorem 3.13
in [OS2], for any degenerate solution (* (t), t) # 7+0 , t>0, * "(t)>0. So
there is at most one turning point on each connected component of 7+0 .
On the other hand, fu(0, 0)=1>0, then (*1 , 0) is a point where a bifurcation
from the trivial solutions occurs, and a curve 70=[(* (t), t)] of solutions
of (6.4) bifurcates from (*1 , 0) with * $(0)=0 by (4.1) and fuu(0, 0)=0. And
by (4.2),
* "(0)=&
*1 fuuu(0, 0) 10 w
4
0 dx
3 fu(0, 0) 10 w
2
0 dx
<0,
where w0 is the eigenfunction corresponding to *1 . So 7+0 bifurcates to the
left of (*1 , 0), and 7&0 also bifurcates to the left of (*1 , 0). Since f (0, u)ku
for some k>0 and all u0, then there is no positive solution for *>0
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small by Lemma 6.17 of [OS2], and for any positive solution u, &u&<
M0 where M0 is the positive zero of f (0, u). Therefore, there is a unique
turning point (* (t0), t0) such that 7+0 starts from (*1 , 0), continues to the
left up to (* (t0), t0), then 7+0 bends back and continues right to (* , t)=
(, M0). There is no solution with u(0)>M0 by the maximal principle.
7+0 is an exact /-shaped curve, and 
1
0 fuu(0, u(t0)) w(t0)
3 dx<0. We can
study 7&0 similarly. In fact, if u is a negative solution, then &u is a positive
solution of uxx+*[&f (=, &u)]=0. For g(0, u)=&f (0, &u)=u+u3+u4,
guu>0 for u>0. Thus by Theorem 3.12 in [OS2], for any degenerate solu-
tion (* (t), t) # 7&0 , t<0, * "(t)<0. So there is at most one turning point on
each connected component of 7&0 . On the other hand, 7
&
0 bifurcates to the
left of (*1 , 0), * $(t)>0 for t # (&$1 , 0), $1>0. And by Lemma 6.3, * $(t)>0
for t<&$2 , for $2>$1 . Therefore, 7&0 is connected and there is no turning
point on it. So 70 is exactly S-shaped with the lower turning point at
(*1 , 0). (See Fig. 5(B).)
Next we show that when =>0 is small, 7+= is exact S-shaped. First,
7+= still bifurcates from (*1 , 0), but the turning direction is changed since
* $(0)=*1= 10 w
3
0 dx
1
0 w
2
0 dx>0. So 7
+
= bifurcates to right from (*1 , 0). On
the other hand, by Theorem 5.1, there exists =1>0 such that for = # (0, =1),
7+= has a degenerate solution (* (t=), t=) which is a perturbation of (* (t0), t0).
For any small $>0, (* (t=), t=) is the only degenerate solution with t #
($, M0&$) by Theorem 2 of Dancer [Da], since there is only one turning
point on 7+0 , and at (* (t0), u(t0)), 
1
0 fuu(0, u(t0)) w
3(t0) dx<0. There is no
turning points on 7= with &u&>M0&$ for =>0 small. In fact, let M= be
the zero of f (=, } ) perturbed from M0 , then for %(=, u)= f (=, u)&ufu(=, u)=
u2(3u2&2u+=), %(=, M=)>%(=, u) for = # [0, =1] and u # [0, M=). Thus by
Lemma 6.3, * $(t)>0 for t # [M0&$, M=) for $>0 small enough.
So the portion of 7+= above &u&=$ is clear, there is exactly one turn-
ing point (* (t=), t=). Here $>0 is a small constant independent of =, and we
assume that $<14. Then it is elementary to check that fuu(=, } ) changes
sign exactly one in [0, $] for =>0 small enough. Therefore for any turning
point in the portion t # (0, $), by Theorem 3.13 in [OS2], * "(t)<0 since
fuu(=, u)0 # [0, :=] and fuu(=, u)0 # [:= , $]. Thus there is at most one
FIG. 5. Global diagram for f (=, u)=u+u3+u4&=u2.
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turning point in that portion of 7= , and there is indeed one since * $(t)>0
near t=0 and * $(t)<0 at t=$. Hence 7+= is exactly S-shaped. Similarly,
we can show that 7&= is monotone increasing, * $(t)>0 for t # (&, 0]. So
for = # (0, =1), 7= is still exactly S-shaped with the lower turning point
above t=0. (*1 , 0) is still a degenerate solution, but not a turning point,
since * $(0)>0. (See Fig. 5(C).) For =<0, we can do a similar analysis. 7=
is still exactly S-shaped with the lower turning point below t=0, so 7+= is
exactly #-shaped, and 7&= is exactly /-shaped. (See Fig. 5(A).)
From the view of degenerate solutions, a transcritical bifurcation (with
respect to =) occurs at ==0 and (*, u)=(*1 , 0). However Theorem 1.2 can
not be applied to the bifurcation of the degenerate solutions here.
6.4. Global Bifurcation: From Monotone to Reversed S-Shaped
Here we consider (6.4) and f (=, u)= f0(u+=), where f0(u)=u3&bu2
+cu, b, c>0 and 3c>4b2. Note that if 3c>4b2, then fu(=, u)>0 for all
u # R. Thus we study
uxx+*f0(u+=)=0, x # (0, 1), ux(0)=u(1)=0. (6.9)
We will classify 7= for (6.9) and all = # R. Our main result in this subsection
is
Proposition 6.4. Let f0(u)=u3&bu2+cu, where b, c>0 and 3c>4b2.
Then there exists =0<0 such that
(1) For =<0, there exists t1>0 such that
7+= =[(* (t), t): t # I+ #[t1 , )], and
7&= =[(* (t), t): t # I& #(&, 0)].
7&= is exactly #-shaped, and has exactly one turning point at t=t2<0,
limt  0& * (t)=0. For 7+= , if = # (&, =0), 7
+
= is monotone decreasing, * $(t)
<0 for t # I+ ; if ===0 , 7+= has a cusp type degenerate solution at t=t3
>t1 , i.e. * $(t3)=* "(t3)=0 and * $$$(t3)<0, and * $(t)<0 for t # I+ "[t3]; if
= # (=0 , 0), 7+= is reversed S-shaped, there are exactly two turning points at
t=t4 and t=t5 on 7+= . (See Figs. 6(A)6(C).)
(2) For ==0,
7+= =[(* (t), t): t # I+ #(0, )], and 7
&
= =[(* (t), t): t # I& #(&, 0)].
7&= is monotone increasing, * $(t)>0 for t # I& . 7
+
= is exactly #-shaped and
has exactly one turning point at t=t5>0. limt  0 * (t)=*0=*1 c; (See
Fig. 6(D).)
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FIG. 6. Global bifurcation for (6.9).
(3) For =>0, there exists t6>0 such that
7+= =[(* (t), t): t # I+ #(0, )], and 7
&
= =[(* (t), t): t # I& #(&, t6)].
7&= is monotone increasing, * $(t)>0 for t # I& . 7
+
= is exactly #-shaped and
has exactly one turning point at t=t5>0. limt  0+ * (t)=0; (See Fig. 6(E).)
(4) For all =, limt  \ * (t)=0.
Proof of Proposition 6.4, Part (1). Our proof will be in two parts. In the
first part, we prove the results for 7&= , = # R and 7
+
= , = # [0, ). Note in
this part, all solution curves have at most one turning point, so the results
basically follows from [OS2]. In the second part, we will complete the
proof for 7+= , = # (&, 0).
First we consider ==0. For f (0, u)=u3&bu2+cu, f (0)=0 and fu(0, 0)
=c>0, thus *0=*1 c is a point where a bifurcation from the trivial solu-
tions occurs. (See Theorem 3.1 in [OS2].) At (*, u)=(*0 , 0), 7+0 =
[(* (t), t)] satisfies * $(0)>0, so 7+0 bifurcates to the right of *0 . By Theorem
3.13 of [OS2], since f (0, u) satisfies fuu0 for u # [0, :] and fuu0 for
u # [:, ), then any turning point on 7+0 satisfies * "(t)<0, which implies
there is at most one turning point on 7+0 . On the other hand, by Mountain
Pass Theorem, we can show there is a solution for any * # (0, $) for some
$>0. So 7+0 continues to right until it reaches its only turning point
(* (t5), t5), then it bends back to left and continues to (*, t)=(0, ). We
can study 7&0 similarly. Recall that, if u is a negative solution, then &u
is a positive solution of uxx+*[&f0(&u)]=0. For g(u)=&f0(&u)=
u3+bu2+cu, we have guu>0 for u>0. (*, t)=(*0 , 0) is a point where a
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bifurcation from the trivial solutions occurs, and 7&0 connects with 7
+
0 at
(*0 , 0). So a curve of negative solutions bifurcates to the left of (*0 , 0), and
there is no turning points on 7&0 by Theorem 6.5 of [OS2].
When b3>=>0, f (=, 0)>0, fuu<0 for u # (0, b3&=), fuu>0 for u>
b3&= and %(=, u)= f (=, u)&ufu(=, u) changes sign exactly once in (0, ),
so by Theorem 6.21 of [OS2], 7+= is exactly #-shaped. For g(=, u)=
&f (=, &u), g(=, 0)<0, guu>0 for u>0, then 7&= is monotone increasing,
and the curve is ‘‘broken’’ at t=t6 by Theorem 6.11 of [OS2]. When
=b3, f (=, 0)>0, fuu>0 for u>0 and %(=, u) changes sign exactly once, so
by Theorem 6.21 of [OS2], 7+= is exactly #-shaped. For g(=, u)=
&f (=, &u), g(=, 0)<0, guu<0 for u # (0, =&b3), guu>0 for u>=&b3, but
%(=, u)<0 for all u>0, thus 7&= is monotone increasing by Theorem 6.11
of [OS2]. This completes the proof for =>0.
When =<0, g(=, u)=&f (=, &u) satisfies g(=, 0)>0, guu>0 for u>0 and
%1(=, u)= g(=, u)&ugu(=, u) changes sign exactly once in (0, ), so by
Theorem 6.21 of [OS2], 7+= is exactly #-shaped. K
We prove the result for 7+= and =<0 in several steps. First we analyze
the bifurcation of solution curves near ==0. When ==0, we have two
degenerate solutions on 70 : (*0 , 0) and (* (t5), t5). At t=t5 , * "(t5)<0, and
10 fuu(0, u(t5)) w
3(t5) dx>0, where w(t5) is the solution of linearized equa-
tion. When = is small, (* (t5), t5) persists under the perturbation, and for
=<0, (*0 , 0) bifurcates to two degenerate solutions, one is positive, and the
other is negative. In fact, at (* (t5), t5), (F1) and (F4) are satisfied, and so
is (F2), since 10 f (0, u(t5)) w(t5) dx=(2* (t5))
&1 (u(t5))x (1)(w(t5))x (1){0.
So Theorem 5.1 can be applied. On the other hand, same as Section 6.1, the
degenerate solutions near (=, *, u, w)=(0, *0 , 0, w0) forms a curve with
="(0)<0. So there are two degenerate solutions near (*0 , 0) for =<0, the
two degenerate solutions are positive and negative respectively. In parti-
cular, there are at least two turning points (* (t5), t5) and (* (t4), t4) (which
is near (*0 , 0)) on 7+= when = # (=1 , 0) for some =1<0.
To show there is no other turning points when = # (=1 , 0), we prove
Lemma 6.5. Let %(=, u)= f (=, u)&ufu(=, u). Define
=2=&
b3
27c&9b2
.
Then when =<=2 , %(=, u)<0 for u # [0, ). When = # [=2 , 0], there exists
M>0 (which does not depends on =) such that for any u>M,
%(=, u)<%(=, v) for v # [0, u].
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Proof. Since %u(=, u)=&ufuu(=, u), then the only maximum of %(=, } ) is
achieved at u=b3&=. When =<=2 , it is easy to calculate that %(=, b3&=)
<0, thus %(=, u)<0 for u # [0, ). For = # [=2 , 0], we notice that %(=, u) 
& uniformly for = # [=2 , 0], so such an M exists. K
By Lemma 6.5, we have
Lemma 6.6. (1) When =<=2 , 7+= is monotone;
(2) When = # (=1 , 0) (maybe choose |=1 | even smaller), 7+= is exactly
reversed S-shaped;
(3) When = # [=2 , 0], * $(t)<0 for t>M.
Proof. When =<=2 , * $(t)<0 for any t>t1>0 by Lemma 6.3, so 7+= is
monotone decreasing. And also by Lemma 6.3, and Lemma 6.5, * $(t)<0
for t>M when = # [=2 , 0]. When = # (=1 , 0), there are two turning points
(* (t4), t4) and (* (t5), t5) (which depend on =). If there is another degenerate
solution (=n, *n, tn) for =n  0&, then tn # (0, M), so we can assume that
(=n, *n, tn)  (0, *
*
, t
*
) as =n  0&. Here *n are also bounded since *n=
* (tn) and * ( } ) is uniformly bounded for = # [=2 , 0] and t # [t1 , M]. And
(0, *
*
, t
*
) is a degenerate solution for ==0, so (=n, *n, tn) must be coinci-
dent with one of (* (t4), t4) and (* (t5), t5) since they are the only degenerate
solutions perturbed from the degenerate solutions when ==0. That is a
contradiction. So (6.9) has exactly two degenerate solutions when = # (=1 , 0).
On the other hand, 7+= is connected by using the arguments in the proof
of Theorem 6.16 and Proposition 7.2 of [OS2]. Since (* (t4), t4) and
(* (t5), t5) are the perturbation of degenerate solutions when ==0, then
* "(t4)>0 and * "(t5)<0, and consequently 7+= is exactly reversed S-shaped.
K
From Lemma 6.6, (6.9) has no turning points on 7+= when =<=2 , and
there are two turning points on 7+= when = # [=1 , 0). So to complete the
proof, the key is to prove there is only one point = # (=2 , =1) such that the
number of degenerate solutions changes. We will apply Theorem 5.2 in that
part of proof, and the key estimate is
Lemma 6.7. Let (=, *, u, w) be a degenerate solution of (6.9), *>0, u>0
and 10 f (=, u) w
3 dx=0. Then
D=det _ * 0 f= w0 dx* 0 f=% dx+*0 0 f=uw20 dx
0 fw0 dx
0 f% dx+0 fu w20 dx&>0,
(6.10)
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and
3* |
1
0
fuu(=, u(x)) w2(x) %(x) dx+* |
1
0
fuuu(=, u(x)) w4(x) dx>0. (6.11)
Proof. We first prove (6.11). Since % is the solution of (5.11), then
* |
1
0
fuu(=, u(x)) w2(x) %(x) dx=|
1
0
%2x(x) dx&* |
1
0
fu(=, u(x)) %2(x) dx.
On the other hand, 10 %w dx=0, and w is the eigenfunction corresponding
to the first eigenvalue *1(u) of operator L=xx+*fu(=, u), thus by the
variational characterization of eigenvalues, we have
10 %
2
x(x) dx&* 
1
0 fu(=, u(x)) %
2(x) dx
10 %
2(x) dx
*2(u)>*1(u)=0.
Hence (6.11) is proved since fuuu #6>0.
For the estimate of D, we notice that
f=(=, u)=
f0(=+u)
=
=Du f0(=+u)= fu(=, u).
Thus
|
1
0
f=w dx=|
1
0
fu w dx=&
1
*
wx(1) (6.12)
by (6.6). Similarly,
|
1
0
f=% dx+|
1
0
f=u w2 dx=|
1
0
fu% dx+|
1
0
fuuw2 dx=&
1
*
%x(1) (6.13)
by (5.11). On the other hand, by Lemma 6.2,
|
1
0
fw dx=
1
2*
wx(1) ux(1). (6.14)
Finally, we estimate 10 f% dx+
1
0 fu w
2 dx. Here we use the equations
uxx+*f (=, u)=0, ux(0)=u(1)=0, (6.15)
%xx+*fu(=, u)%+*fuu(=, u)w2=0, %x(0)=%(1)=0. (6.16)
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Multiplying (6.15) by x%x , we have
|
1
0
uxx x%x dx+* |
1
0
fx%x dx=0. (6.17)
Similarly, multiplying (6.16) by xux , we have
|
1
0
%xx xux dx+* |
1
0
xux fu% dx+* |
1
0
xuxw2fuu dx=0. (6.18)
Using integral by parts, we obtain
|
1
0
uxx x%x dx=ux(1) %x(1)&|
1
0
ux%x dx&|
1
0
uxx%xx dx. (6.19)
Combining (6.17), (6.18), and (6.19), we obtain
|
1
0
ux %x dx&ux(1) %x(1)
=* |
1
0
fx%x dx+* |
1
0
xux fu% dx+* |
1
0
xuxw2fuu dx. (6.20)
On the other hand, using integration by parts, we have
|
1
0
fx%x dx=&|
1
0
f% dx&|
1
0
xfu%ux dx, (6.21)
and
|
1
0
xux w2fuu dx=&|
1
0
fuw2 dx&2 |
1
0
xwwx fu dx. (6.22)
Multiplying (6.16) by %, we get
|
1
0
ux%x dx=* |
1
0
f% dx. (6.23)
Combining (6.20), (6.21), (6.22), and (6.23), we obtain
2* |
1
0
f% dx+2* |
1
0
fuw2 dx=ux(1) %x(1)&2* |
1
0
xwwx fu dx+* |
1
0
fuw2 dx.
(6.24)
Therefore by (6.12), (6.13), (6.14), and (6.20), we get
D=&wx(1) _&|
1
0
xwwx fu dx+ 12 |
1
0
fuw2 dx&>0. (6.25)
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Here, note that w satisfies wxx=&*fu(=, u)w<0 since fu(=, u)>0 from
3c>4b2 and w>0, thus wx(x)<0 for x # (0, 1] since wx(0)=0. K
Corollary 6.8. Let (=0 , *0 , u0 , w0) be a degenerate solution of (6.9)
with *>0, u0>0 and 10 f (=0 , u0) w
3
0 dx=0. Then there exists $>0 such
that for = # (=0&$, =0+$), all the degenerate solutions of (6.9) near (=0 , *0 ,
u0 , w0) is of form [T= (=(s), *(s), u(s), w(s)): s # (&$, $)], where =(0)==0 ,
*(0)=*0 , =$(0)=*$(0)=0 and ="(0)>0, *"(0)<0.
Proof of Proposition 6.4, Part (2). By Lemma 6.3, any degenerate solu-
tion T=(=, *, u, w) satisfies (F1). But otherwise there are three possibilities:
(a) T satisfies (F2) and (F4), (T is a fold;) (b) T satisfies (F2) and (F4$)
(T is a cusp;) (c) T satisfies (F2$). We claim that, if T is type c, then u#0
and ==0. In fact, by Lemma 6.3, (l, F*) =10 f (=, u)w dx=(2*)
&1 ux(1)
wx(1). So if T is type c, then ux(1) wx(1)=0. If wx(1)=0, then w(x)#0 for
x # [0, 1] since w satisfies a second order linear equation and w(1)=wx(1)
=0, which contradicts with w being a nontrivial solution. So ux(1)=0. If
ux0, then by Lemma 6.1, ux(x)<0 for x # (0, 1) and ux(0)=ux(1)=0.
Since w and ux both satisfy the equation ,"+*fu(=, u),=0, then by Sturm
comparison lemma, w must have a zero in (0, 1), which contradicts with
w>0 from Lemma 6.3. Thus ux #0, and u#0 since u(1)=0. On the other
hand, f (=, 0)=0 if and only if ==0, hence ==0. Therefore, T satisfies
wxx+*fu(0, 0)w=0, *c must be an eigenvalue of ,xx+*,=0, ,x(0)=
,(1)=0. In particular, if u>0, then T is either type a or type b.
Define 1 be the set of degenerate solutions (=, *, u, w) with =<0 and
u(x)>0 for x # (0, 1). Let T # 1. By Lemma 6.2, ux(1)<0. If T is type a,
then we can apply Theorem 5.1 near T, and all degenerate solutions near
T are on a curve which can be parameterized by =. If T is type b, by
Corollary 6.8, the degenerate solutions near T forms a curve T(t)=(=(t),
*(t), u(t), w(t)), t # (&’, ’), with T(0)=T and ="(0)>0. In either case, for
a degenerate solution T1 near T, T1 # 1 since ux(1)<0 at T.
Let 11 be a connected component of 1. From the last paragraph, there
is at least one T on 11 which is type a, thus near T, 11 is a curve. We
continue this curve 11 to the left (= decreases). Since there is no degenerate
solution for =<=2 , then before = reaches =2 , 11 either blows up ( |=|+|*|+
&u&+&w&  ), or 11 reaches a boundary point, or 11 reaches a point
where it can not be continued to further left, that is, a type b degenerate
solution. However, blowing up of 71 is impossible, since &u&M,
&w&1, |=||=2 | and |*| is bounded because
*=
10 u
2
x dx
10 f (u)u dx

*1 10 u
2 dx
C1 10 u
2 dx
=
*1
C1
,
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where C1=minu0 f (u)u. If 71 reaches a boundary point T1=(=, *, u, w),
then =<0, and T1 is a degenerate solution which is not type c, so it must
be type a or b, then it is not a boundary point. Therefore, 71 reaches a type
b degenerate solution T0 at ===0 , then bends back at T0 , continue to the
right (= increases). There is no any other type b degenerate solutions on 11 ,
since for any type b degenerate solution, the curve of degenerate solution
bends to the right. Hence 11 has two branches for =>=0 , and both
branches can be extended to the right until they approach the boundary of
1 or blow up. However, we have shown that 11 can not blow up and it
can only reach the boundary at ==0. In particular, for any = # (=0 , 0), there
are exactly two points on 11 , and 11 is an exactly /-shaped curve. Since
for = # (=1 , 0), (6.9) has exactly two degenerate solutions on 7+0 , then 1 has
one and only one connected component, which is exactly /-shaped.
Therefore, when = # (=0 , 0), 7+= is exactly reversed S-shaped; when =<=0 ,
7+= is monotone and when ===0 , there is one and only one cusp type
degenerate solution. K
The result in Proposition 6.4 can be generalized to a more general class
of functions. In fact, it is easy to verify that a similar result holds if f (=, u)
satisfies the following conditions:
(1) f (=, u)= f (=+u);
(2) f # C 3(R), f (0)=0, f $(0)>0, f $(u)0 for u # R;
(3) f $$$(u)0 u # R;
(4) There exists :>0 such that f "(u)<0 in (&, :) and f "(u)>0
in (:, );
(5) There exists M>0 such that for |u|M, and = # [0, :],
%u(=, u)<0, where %(=, u)= f (=, u)&ufu(=, u).
6.5. Perturbed Gelfand Equation: Conjecture and Perspective
Finally, we consider the Perturbed Gelfand equation
2u+* exp[&1(u+=)]=0, x # Bn, v(x)=0, x # Bn, (6.26)
where Bn is the unit ball in n-dimensional space. The original perturbed
Gelfand equation is
2v++ exp[v(=v+1)]=0, x # 0, v(x)=0, x # 0. (6.27)
Equation (6.26) is obtained by a change of variables: u==2v and *=
=2 exp(1=)+, which was introduced by Du and Lou [DL2]. Here we
consider (6.26) since it is in the form of equation in (6.9) with f0(u)=
exp(&1u).
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FIG. 7. Conjecture for perturbed Gelfand equation, n=1, 2.
Let 7= be the solution set of (6.26). Then any solution of (6.26) is
positive and radially symmetric. Thus 7= can be represented in a form
(*(t), t) where t=u(0) # (0, ). It has been a long-time conjecture that
when n=1 or 2, there exists =0>0 such that when = # (0, =0), 7= is exactly
S-shaped; when = # (=0 , ), 7= is monotone increasing; and when ===0 ,
there is a cusp type degenerate solution. (See Fig. 7.)
It is easy to show that when =14, 7= is monotone increasing. The
proof of exact S-shaped curve for small =>0 has been studied by several
authors. Dancer [Da] first proved (6.26) has exactly three solutions for
* # (*0 , *1(=)), = # (0, =1) and n=1, 2. Hastings and McLeod [HM] proved
7= is exactly S-shaped for n=1, = # (0, =1) using quadratures. Recently,
Wang showed that for n=1 and = # (0, 14.4967], 7= is exactly S-shaped
using a different quadrature method, and the upper bound was improved
to 14.35 by Korman and Li [KL] using the bifurcation method (their
proof also uses a little quadrature method, but it can be avoided, see
[KS].) Du and Lou [DL2] proved 7= is exactly S-shaped for n=2 and
= # (0, =1) for some small =1>0 using a combination of bifurcation method
and a perturbation argument.
Using Theorem 5.1 and previous results in [OS1], we can also obtain
the same result as [DL2] in a more direct way. The proof is similar to
those in the previous examples, so we omit it. To conclude our paper, we
point out that, our approach in this paper implies, to completely resolve
the conjecture for all =>0, we only need to prove the following estimate:
for a degenerate solution (=, *, u, w) of (6.26),
3 |
B n
fuu(=, u(x)) w2(x) %(x) dx+|
B n
fuuu(=, u(x)) w4(x) dx<0. (6.28)
In fact, if (6.28) holds for any degenerate solution of (6.26), then our proof
of Proposition 6.4 can follow through, and eventually solve the conjecture
on perturbed Gelfand equation for n=1, 2. However, the estimate of the
integral in (6.28) seems to be quite challenging at this moment.
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7. APPENDIX
Lemma 7.1. Let X be a Banach space, and w # X with &w&=1. Then
there exists a linear continuous functional f # X* and a closed subspace X0
of X with codimension one such that
(1) N( f )=X0 , f (w)=1 and & f &=d &1>0;
(2) d(w, X0)=inf[&w&x& : x # X0]=d>0, d # (0, 1).
Proof. Since L(w)=span[w] is one dimensional, then there exists a
continuous projection P: X  L(w) such that N(P)=X0 is a closed sub-
space of X with codimension 1. Since X0 is closed, and P(w){0, then
d=d(w, X0)>0. Since 0 # X0 , then d<1. The existence of f follows from the
HahnBanach Theorem, see corollary of Mazur Theorem in [Y, p. 109].
K
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